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Outline

n Background and rationale
n Older findings on effects of darkness by crash type
n Newer results on headlamp glare
n Implications for advanced lighting



Studies of natural light and crash risk, 1993-2021
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Rationale

If (and only if?) darkness is 
the cause of increased risk, 
artificial lighting is a likely 
countermeasure.
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General method
n Separate risk & exposure
n How to treat exposure

o Assume travel is tied to 
time of day

o Use travel survey data
n Disassociate time of day 

and light
o Seasonal light cycle
o Daylight saving time



Crashes by hour and month
(US, FARS, 1987-2003) 

Crashes fatal to occupant
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Crashes fatal to pedestrian



Crashes by hour and month
(US, FARS, 1987-2003) 

Road-departure crashes



Examples of dark/light crash ratios
(Fatal crashes, FARS 1987-2004, Sullivan & Flannagan, 2007)

Dark/light risk ratio:

Crash rate in darkness/
Crash rate in light

(derived from comparable 
conditions, in this case 
based on Daylight Saving 
Time transitions)
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n Multiple-vehicle crashes
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Examples of dark/light crash ratios
(Fatal crashes, FARS 1987-2004, Sullivan & Flannagan, 2007)

n Multiple-vehicle crashes
Angle 1.22
Head on 1.41

n Single-vehicle crashes
Pedestrian – adult 6.73
Animal 5.55
Fixed object - off road 0.88

Dark/light risk ratio:

Crash rate in darkness/
Crash rate in light

(derived from comparable 
conditions, in this case 
based on Daylight Saving 
Time transitions)



Can we use crash data 
to learn about the 
effects of headlamp 
glare on risk?

A possible opportunity:

Lateral lane separation 
is coded in U.S. FARS 
crash data.

And lateral separation 
has a substantial effect 
on glare light levels.



Glare from lamps of approaching car, undivided two-lane 
road, median U.S. beam pattern
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Reduced glare from lamps of approaching car
with minimum-width median (1.2 m) or one intervening lane
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Method:

• U.S. pedestrian fatalities from 2015 to 
2017 (FARS)

• In the evening twilight period (17:00 –
21:00) which is virtually all light in June 
and all dark in December

• The difference between the monthly 
minimum and maximum crash rates 
therefore provides an estimate of the 
overall effect of darkness on crash risk.

• The difference between undivided and 
divided roads provides an estimate of 
additional risk attributable to the 
difference in glare.

Results:
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Hypothetical results (assuming no change 
in risk with seasonal change in sunlight)
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UMTRI/GM crash 
analyses

September 2019
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Summary

n The effects of darkness on risk are strong and specific: 
pedestrian (and animal) crashes are many times more 
prevalent in darkness.

n The visual mechanisms for this have long been well 
understood (e.g., Bhise et al., 1977).

n Improved headlighting has strong potential to reduce 
pedestrian crashes.

n The effectiveness of advanced headlighting should be 
straightforward to evaluate.



Thank you


